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 Cytological evaluation through microscopic image analysis of fine needle 

aspiration cytology (FNAC) is pivotal in the initial screening of breast 

cancer. The sensitivity of FNAC as a screening tool relies on both image 

quality and the pathologist’s expertise. To enhance diagnostic accuracy and 

alleviate the pathologist’s workload, a computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) 

system was developed. A comparative study was conducted, assessing 

twelve candidate pre-trained models. Utilizing a locally gathered FNAC 

image dataset, three superior models-MobileNet-V2, DenseNet-121, and 

Inception-V3-were selected based on their training, validation, and testing 

accuracies. Further, these models underwent evaluation in four transfer 

learning scenarios to enhance testing accuracy. While the outcomes were 

promising, they left room for improvement, motivating us to create a novel 

deep convolutional neural network (CNN). The newly proposed model 

exhibited robust performance with testing accuracy at 85%. Our research 

concludes that the most lightweight, high-accuracy model is the one we 

propose. We’ve integrated it into our user-friendly Android App, “Breast 

Cancer Detection System,” in TensorFlow Lite format, with cloud database 

support, showcasing its effectiveness. Implementing an artificial intelligent 

(AI)-based diagnosis system with a user-friendly interface holds the 

potential to enhance early breast cancer detection using FNAC. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Breast cancer arises in the lining cells (epithelium) of the ducts (85%) or lobules (15%) in the 

glandular tissue of the breast. Initially, the cancerous growth is confined to the duct or lobule (“in situ”), where 

it generally causes no symptoms and has minimal potential for spread (metastasis) [1], [2]. Breast cancer 

treatment can be highly effective, especially when the disease is identified early. Fine needle aspiration cytology 

(FNAC) is a reliable clinical method for detecting malignancy from breast cytopathology cell samples under  

a microscope for small breast lesions [3]. When a lump or bump is discovered in superficial areas of the body, 

such as the breast and neck, a test known as FNAC is recommended to determine whether the lump is 

cancerous. Though many clinical methods like mammograms, ultrasound, biopsy, and magnetic resonance 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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imaging (MRI) are available, FNAC has gained popularity due to its fast, easy, and inexpensive approach [4]. 

FNAC is commonly used for the diagnosis of breast cancer [5]. 

FNAC entails using a narrow gauge (25-22 G) needle to collect a lesion sample for microscopic 

examination. In the traditional approach, a visual assessment of the breast cytopathology cell samples is done 

under a microscope to evaluate the state of various cytological features. Therefore, there are many challenges 

in maintaining the consistency and reproducibility of findings. The advent of digital imaging and 

computational aids in diagnosis can improve diagnostic accuracy and reduce the effective workload of 

pathologists. Researchers and pathology practitioners have been using quantitative analysis for computer- 

aided diagnosis (CAD) of pathology samples, including breast. Both FNAC and core needle biopsy (CNB) 

are equally good in the assessment of breast lesions. However, FNAC is more suitable in developing 

countries like ours due to better turnaround time and cost-effectiveness. CNB can be used as the next step in 

assessment to minimize the chance of a missed diagnosis of breast cancer. 

With recent developments in cost-effective and high-performance computer technology, medical 

diagnostic decision support systems (MDSSs) have become an established component of medical technology. 

Digital pathology has become amenable to applying quantitative analysis through decision support systems [6] 

and computer vision and machine learning techniques-based CAD systems. The convolutional neural 

network (CNN) stands out as a powerful and versatile tool for image analysis, demonstrating the capability to 

discern visual patterns directly from pixel data with minimal preprocessing requirements. Deep learning, 

especially CNNs, excels in FNAC image analysis due to its ability to automatically learn intricate patterns 

and features from the images. FNAC images often contain subtle details crucial for accurate diagnosis, which 

CNNs can effectively capture through hierarchical feature extraction. This allows for precise classification 

and detection of cancerous cells or abnormalities, aiding pathologists in making timely and accurate 

diagnostic decisions.  

 

 
2. EARLIER WORK 

Wolberg and Mangasarian [7] introduces a versatile mathematical method applicable to diverse 

medical diagnostic systems, showcasing its effectiveness in breast cytology analysis. Concurrently, the 

development of a CAD system for breast cancer using cytological images is explored. A review of breast 

cytology techniques, both manual and computer-aided breast cytology techniques, is also presented [8].  

Das et al. [9] employ transfer learning with GoogLeNet architecture, achieving an impressive 94.67% 

accuracy in diagnosing breast histopathology samples across multiple magnifications. They used 5-fold 

cross-validation with 58 malignant and 24 benign cases of breast tumors to obtain the average accuracy. 

Saikia et al. [5] compared deep CNN-based approaches for FNAC cell sample diagnosis, identifying 

GoogLeNet V3 as the optimal method based on training accuracy. They utilized an indigenous image dataset 

comprising 212 samples (99 benign and 113 malignant), which was subsequently augmented and cleansed to 

2,120 images (990 benign and 1,130 malignant). Another study presented a meta-analysis [10], which 

affirmed the potential of neural network algorithms in aiding FNAC cancer diagnosis. At the same time [11] 

explored twenty-eight hybrid architectures combining various deep learning techniques for feature extraction 

(DenseNet 201, Inception V3, Inception ReseNet V2, MobileNet V2, ResNet 50, VGG16, and VGG19) with 

classifiers (multilayer perceptron (MLP), support vector machine (SVM), decision tree (DT), and K-nearest 

neighbor (KNN)) to advance binary classification of breast cytological images. Unfortunately, the dataset is 

wrongly cited, and they worked with the same dataset as in [5]. Also, the accuracy they claimed seems to be 

of training data only. 

 

2.1.  Gaps in earlier work 

We identified some potential gaps in the prior studies: 

i). Limited generalizability: while the studies demonstrate promising results within their specific or limited 

datasets and methodologies, there may be limitations in generalizing these findings to broader 

populations or different medical settings. 

ii). Dataset heterogeneity: the studies may not adequately address the heterogeneity of FNAC images and 

histopathology samples, which can vary significantly regarding quality, staining, and tissue 

composition. A more diverse and representative dataset could better assess model performance. 

iii). Validation and clinical implementation: testing play a crucial role in the classification process by rigorous 

evaluation of model performance, assessing generalization capabilities, detecting overfitting, guiding 

parameter optimization, and facilitating model comparison. None of the prior work reports test accuracy. 
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iv). Robustness to variability: the robustness of the developed models to variations in imaging conditions, 

such as different magnifications or staining techniques, may not have been thoroughly evaluated. 

Robust models are crucial for reliable performance across diverse clinical scenarios. 

v). Model weight: the model’s weight is a significant gap, especially in limited computational resources or 

deployment constraints. Deep learning models, especially complex ones like CNNs, can have large 

numbers of parameters, resulting in heavy computational and memory requirements during training, 

inference, and deployment. This can be impractical in resource-constrained environments, such as 

mobile devices or edge computing systems. 

Addressing these gaps could further strengthen the validity and utility of the studies’ findings in advancing 

FNAC image-based breast cancer detection. 

 

 

3. OBJECTIVE OF STUDY 

With this motivation, this paper proposed a deep CNN-based classification model for diagnosing 

breast FNAC cell samples and presented a comparison study with various transfer learning pre-trained 

models. Transfer learning models used in this study are VGG-16, VGG-19, ResNet-50, GoogLeNet-V3 (aka 

Inception-V3), MobileNet, MobileNetV2, DenseNet-121,169,201, NASNetMobile, EfficientNet-B0, B1.  

As per our knowledge, this is the first paper that proposes a CNN model for FNAC image classification that 

shows better testing accuracy than various transfer learning models. Figure 1 summarizes the contribution of 

this paper, reflecting all the steps followed.  

Our proposed CNN architecture has shown better testing accuracy than the transfer learning-based 

CNN models. By collecting more data samples, the models’ accuracy can be increased in further research. 

The most lightweight, high-accuracy model is concluded to be the proposed one with less number of 

convolution layers. To make the classification model more user-friendly, one Android App, the ‘breast 

cancer detection system,’ is designed, and the proposed classification model is integrated into a TensorFlow 

Lite format with a centralized cloud database. 

 

3.1.  Challenges 

Every research endeavor encounters its own set of hurdles. In our study: 

− Our main challenge is database preparation. We collected FNAC slides from two sources to address the 

first two gaps and prepared the database with more image variation. 

− The second challenge is proposing a CNN model that can give better testing accuracy on unseen data. 

This addresses the gaps 3 and 4. 

− The third challenge is to strike the optimized balance between model testing accuracy and model weight 

to develop a user-friendly tool to do the FNAC test. 

 

3.2.  Contributions 

The following points highlight some key aspects of our endeavors: 

− Our primary focus and significant time investment revolve around data collection. This is a crucial aspect 

of our contribution. To enhance robustness, we meticulously sourced data from two distinct channels. 

− In previous research, conclusions were drawn primarily based on validation accuracy. However, 

recognizing the significance of testing accuracy in assessing a model’s ability to generalize to new data, 

our focus shifted toward improving it. There was a trade-off between training and validation accuracy in 

this pursuit to strike a balance and attain the highest testing accuracy possible.  

− Our key contribution lies in pioneering the development of a user-friendly tool for FNAC testing. Notably, no 

accessible tool of this nature exists to date, highlighting the novelty and importance of our endeavor. By 

introducing this innovative tool, we aim to enhance accessibility and efficiency in FNAC testing procedures.  

The paper is organized as follows: section 4 describes the materials and methods used, and section 5 

presents the classification results obtained and discusses the findings. Section 6 offers a discussion of the 

study. Conclusions and future work for the study are presented in section 7. 

 

 

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The present study is conducted on breast FNAC images by applying two approaches. Approach-1 

uses pre-trained transfer learning CNN models, and approach-2 uses a proposed CNN model. The study is 

done in five stages. Figure 1 illustrates the diagrammatic representation of the study methodology followed. 
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4.1.  FNAC image acquisition and ground-truth labeling 

Hospital-based data collected from the real-world clinical setup is fundamental in medical research. 

FNAC slides were collected from two distinguished medical diagnostic centres of the North-Eastern regions 

of India, namely from Arya Wellness Centre Pvt. Ltd, Guwahati and Life Care Diagnosis, Guwahati. 

Experienced doctors collected the samples from patients and prepared the slides using standard laboratory 

protocol. Following all institutional ethical clearance protocols (No. IEC(HS)/IASST /1082/2021/5), slides were 

collected from the two diagnostic centres with patient consent along with the corresponding original reports of 

the patients, which were later used for labelling the images. We digitally captured images using a Leica ICC50 

HD microscope at ×400 resolution using 24-bit color depth and with a 5-megapixel camera associated with the 

microscope. The captured images are of size 2,048×1,536. Experienced certified cytopathologists then reviewed 

the captured digitized images, and finally, a total of 427 images (152 benign and 275 malignant) were selected 

for this study. We give a glimpse of some microscopic images from Figure 2 (row I show 5 benign samples and 

row II shows 5 malignant samples). We are considering only Pap-stained images for the study. 

 

4.2.  Image augmentation 

For a cell-level study of the samples with deep learning, we require more data than the current count to 

feed into the CNN models. Deep learning models rely on extensive training datasets to address overfitting and 

achieve network generalization. To enhance CNN network generalization during testing or deployment, data 

augmentation is preferred to generate a broader range of trainable data representing individual classes [12]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Workflow of the proposed method 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Papanicolaou stained breast’s FNAC images 

 

 

Many augmentation techniques, such as rotation, flipping, shearing, cropping, and zooming, are 

available. Hence, in the next step, appropriate data augmentation was the prime focus to be implemented on 

the acquired data. Here in our study, we have used rotation (90 degrees clockwise, 90 degrees counter-
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clockwise, 180 degrees) and flipping (vertical, horizontal) only to retain the nucleus structure such that the 

augmentation technique will not disturb the differentiation of the main features of benign and malignant cell 

samples [13]. For e.g., applying zooming and shearing on a benign sample may look like a malignant sample. 

After augmentation, the new count increases to 2,562 images (912 benign and 1,650 malignant). 
 

4.3.  FNAC image database generation 

The dataset is divided into training and testing sets at an 80:20 ratio according to the method 

proposed by Mohanty et al. [14]. Within the training set, 20% is reserved for validation to detect overfitting, 

while the remaining portion is used for training. The total counts for training, validation, and testing datasets 

are 1639, 410, and 513, respectively, with random sample selection. 
 

4.4.  Classification 

4.4.1. Approach 1: pre-trained deep learning models 

Pre-trained deep learning models expedite learning by reinitializing the last fully connected layers, 

acting as classification layers. Figure 3 schematically depicts the FNAC image classification via transfer 

learning with pre-trained networks. Approach 1 workflow is illustrated in Figure 4. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. The fine-tuning approach using the pre-trained network 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Approach 1–workflow 
 
 

The candidate models underwent fine-tuning [15] by initializing them with pre-trained weights from 

the ImageNet dataset and adapting them to the specific target task through model remodeling. The original 

classification layer of these candidate models was truncated, and a new classifier was added that comprises 

two dense layers and one sigmoid layer. With two layers to classify the two categories (classes) of breast 

cancer, i.e., Benign and Malignant from FNAC images.  
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For fine-tuning classification, we chose candidate pre-trained networks, including VGG (16 and 19 

layers), ResNet (50 layers), Inception-V3, MobileNet, MobileNet-V2, DenseNet (121, 169, and 201 layers), 

NASNetMobile, and EfficientNet (B0 and B1) from the ImageNet database to learn deep features and classify 

FNAC images into benign and malignant categories. The selection of these models for FNAC breast image 

classification is justified by their proven performance, robust architecture design, transfer learning capabilities, 

generalization ability, community support, and scalability. Descriptions of pre-trained models in brief are as 

follows: 

a) VGG-16: VGG-16, short for visual geometry group (VGG) 16, is a CNN architecture designed for image 

classification. The inception of CNNs can be attributed to the VGG at the University of Oxford, as 

outlined in their seminar paper [16]. VGG16 is known for its simplicity and effectiveness. The VGG-16 

architecture consists of 16 weight layers. It is characterized by a series of convolutional layers followed 

by max-pooling layers. 

b) VGG-19: VGG-19 is a CNN architecture that belongs to the VGG family. It was introduced by 

researchers at the University of Oxford in 2014 [16]. The architecture is characterized by simplicity and 

uniformity, consisting of 19 layers (hence the name VGG-19) with a stack of convolutional layers and 

max-pooling layers. The VGG-19 architecture is known for its simplicity and has been widely used as a 

baseline in computer vision tasks. However, due to its deep structure and large number of parameters, it 

can be computationally expensive. 

c) ResNet-50: ResNet-50, which belongs to the ResNet family, is another deep CNN architecture that was 

introduced by Microsoft Research in the paper titled “Deep residual learning for image recognition” by 

He et al. [17], which was presented at the 2016 IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern 

Recognition (CVPR). The key innovation of ResNet is the use of residual learning, which addresses the 

problem of vanishing gradients in very deep networks. The architecture introduces shortcut or skip 

connections, which allow the gradient to flow more easily through the network during training. ResNet-50 

has been widely used in various computer vision tasks, particularly image classification. 

d) Inception-V3: Inception V3 is a CNN architecture designed for image classification and object detection 

tasks. It was developed by Google researchers as part of the Inception project, aiming to improve the 

efficiency and accuracy of deep neural networks. Inception V3 has been widely used and has 

demonstrated strong performance on various image classification tasks [18], [19]. It balances model 

complexity and computational efficiency, making it suitable for research and practical applications. 

e) MobileNet and MobileNet-V2 are both lightweight CNN architectures designed for efficient deployment 

on mobile and edge devices [20]. They aim to balance model size, computational efficiency, and accuracy 

well. Both MobileNet and MobileNet-V2 are designed for resource-constrained environments, but 

MobileNet-V2 introduces improvements in terms of model architecture, including inverted residuals and 

skip connections, to enhance accuracy and training efficiency. 

f) DenseNet: DenseNet is a deep learning architecture introduced by Huang et al. [21] in their 2017 paper 

titled “Densely connected convolutional networks”. The architecture addresses the vanishing gradient 

problem by establishing dense connections between layers, enabling each layer to receive gradients from 

all subsequent layers directly. DenseNet is characterized by its dense block structure, where each layer is 

connected to every other layer in a dense manner. The two popular variants are DenseNet-121 and 

DenseNet-169, both of which have 121 and 169 layers, respectively. There’s also DenseNet-201, which 

has 201 layers. These characteristics make DenseNet an efficient and parameter-sharing architecture that 

performs well on various image classification tasks. 

g) NASNetMobile: NASNet is a family of neural network architectures developed using neural architecture 

search (NAS) techniques. NASNetMobile is one specific variant designed for mobile devices with limited 

computational resources. NASNetMobile is tailored for mobile applications, aiming to provide a good 

trade-off between model accuracy and computational efficiency, making it suitable for deployment on 

devices with limited hardware capabilities. It is used on various image classification tasks [22]. 

h) EfficientNet-B0, B1: EfficientNet is a family of neural network architectures aiming to achieve better 

accuracy and efficiency than traditional deep learning models. The family includes models labelled from 

EfficientNet-B0 to EfficientNet-B7, with B0 being the smallest and B7 the largest [23], [24]. EfficientNet 

models are known for achieving state-of-the-art performance on various computer vision tasks while 

maintaining efficiency in terms of computational resources. The family is defined by a compound scaling 

method that simultaneously scales the network’s depth, width, and resolution to find an optimal balance 

between model size and performance. These models have been widely used in tasks such as image 

classification, object detection, and segmentation, demonstrating their effectiveness across various 

applications. On our dataset, EfficientNet has not shown any improvement, and therefore, we have not 

gone to the larger architecture of the EfficientNet family and stopped experimenting with EfficientNet-

B0, B1 only. 
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From the experimental study presented under the Results section, it is evident that we have selected 

the best three models, Inception-V3, MobileNet-V2, and DenseNet-121, based on best average training, 

average validation, and testing accuracy for further study. Next, the selected model performance is evaluated 

in four different transfer learning scenarios. 

Varying the transfer learning scenarios (the portions of the retrained base networks) also 

demonstrates clear effects on model performance. The ImageNet dataset that the base network architecture is 

trained on is extensive compared to our target dataset. The effects of the scenarios are further reviewed.  

Scenario 1: freezing all convolutional layers.  

Scenario 2: freezing the first 80% of the convolutional layers while retraining the remaining layers.  

Scenario 3: freezing the first 50% of the convolutional layers while retraining the remaining 50% of the 

convolutional layers.  

Scenario 4: freezing the first 20% of the convolutional layers while retraining the remaining 80% of the 

convolutional layers.  

But in all the cases selected, model testing performance has not improved. This may be because of 

our limited dataset or the complex structure of pre-trained models. So, we have found the need to design a 

CNN model from scratch that can give high testing accuracy to use the model in real scenarios when trained 

with a small dataset.  
 

4.4.2. Approach 2: proposed CNN 

A CNN model can best address the breast cancer image classification challenge by employing an 

optimized architecture with hyperparameter tuning to learn visual and spatial features from 224×224 pixel 

input images. Our proposed model, depicted in Figure 5, combines existing deep learning concepts with 

customized hyperparameter adjustments tailored to our problem domain. In this way, the proposed CNN 

sequentially transforms the original image into the targeted class, preparing a trained model for image 

recognition on test data. We further clarify the steps by adding the flowchart as shown in Figure 6 of our 

proposed architecture. A detailed description of the proposed CNN model, which consists of 13 layers, is 

shown in Table 1.  
 

 

  
 

Figure 5. Approach 2 - proposed CNN model 
 

Figure 6. Flowchart of proposed CNN model 
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Table 1. Proposed CNN model layers 
Layer Details 

0 Convolutional layer (ReLU activation), input: n×n=224×224, filter size f×f=3×3, padding p=0, stride s=1, filters=32, 
output: 32@222×222 where 32 is the number of filters used, and 222 comes from the formula ((n+2p−f)/s) +1.  

1 Max pooling layer, input: 32@222×222, pool size=2×2, p=0, s=2, output: 32@111×111. 111 comes from the same formula 

((n+2p−f)/s) +1. This layer has no activation function 
2 Convolutional layer (ReLU activation), input: 32@111×111, f×f=3×3, p=0, s=1, filters=64, output: 64@109×109. 

3 Max pooling layer, input: 64@109×109, pool size=2×2, p=0, s=2, output: 64@54×54. 

4 Convolutional layer (ReLU activation), input: 64@54×54, f×f=3×3, p=0, s=1, filters=64, output: 64@52×52. 
5 Max pooling layer, input: 64@52×52, pool size=2×2, p=0, s=2, output: 64@26×26. 

6 Convolutional layer (ReLU activation), input: 64@26×26, f×f=3×3, p=0, s=1, filters=128, output: 128@24×24. 

7 Max pooling layer, input: 128@24×24, pool size=2×2, p=0, s=2, output: 128@12×12. 
8 Convolutional layer (ReLU activation), input: 128@12×12, f×f=3×3, p=0, s=1, filters=128, output: 128@10×10. 

9 Max pooling layer, input: 128@10×10, pool size=2×2, p=0, s=2, output: 128@5×5. 

10 Fully connected layer (Flattened), output: one-dimensional vector of size 3200. 
11 Dense layer (ReLU activation), units: 128. 

12 Dense layer (Sigmoid activation), units: 1 

 

 

4.5.  Implementation 

The proposed CNN is implemented in Spyder version 5.1.5 environment using Python version 3.6 in 

Keras and TensorFlow 2.8.0 platform on Windows 11. All experiments were conducted in an Intel(R) 

Core(TM) i5-10300H CPU @2.50GHz with 8 GB RAM and 4 GB NVIDIA GeForceGTX 1650 Graphics 

card. Data preparation stands as the initial step in our approach. Images were stored in two different 

directories representing the two different classes. Images were arranged according to the reports of the 

patients collected and with proper consultation with the pathologist. Evaluating pre-trained models’ 

performance on our dataset is the second step, as described in Figure 4. Building and compiling the proposed 

CNN model is the third step as shown in Figure 5. Defining the initialization parameters, such as batch size, 

the number of epochs, and learning rate, is very important to create the CNN model. The proposed CNN 

model’s accuracy (training, validation and testing) is compared with other pre-trained models in the fourth 

step. The higher the testing accuracy, the higher the rate of truly classified classes. 

 

4.6.  Performance metrics 

The testing accuracy of classification was evaluated by computing the number of correctly 

recognized benign class samples true positive (TP), the number of correctly identified malignant class 

samples true negative (TN), and samples that either were incorrectly assigned to the benign class false 

positive (FP) or were incorrectly assigned to the malignant class false negative (FN) [25]. Precision is the 

percentage of the positive predictions made that were correct. The recall is the percentage of actual positive 

predictions correctly classified by the classifier. F1-score is defined as the weighted harmonic mean of both 

recall and precision.  

Accuracy: accuracy gives the correct predictions from all the classes (positive and negative) [26].  

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 (%) =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
 × 100 (1) 

 

Precision: the precision measures the model’s accuracy in classifying a sample as positive.  

 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 (%) =
𝑇𝑃 

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 × 100 (2) 

 

Recall: the recall measures the model’s ability to detect positive samples. 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 (%)  =   
𝑇𝑃 

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 × 100 (3) 

 

F1-score: precision-recall values are valuable for assessing the performance of individual algorithms and 

tailoring results to specific needs. Yet, comparing multiple algorithms trained on the same data solely using 

Precision-Recall values can be challenging. Therefore, a standardized metric is essential to make such 

comparisons more comprehensible. 

 

F1-score (%) =  
2 × Precision × Recall 

Precision + Recall
 × 100  (4)  
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4.7.  Design user interface 

An Android app is designed to assist pathologists using the latest Android Studio and Cloud 

database. This can help pathologists detect benign and malignant categories using a user-friendly interface. 

Detailed descriptions of app interfaces are shown in the result section. 

 

 

5. RESULTS  

Max pooling with a 3×3 kernel and batch size 16 consistently outperformed in all experiments. After 

20 epochs, no further improvement was observed, leading us to fix the number of epochs at 20 with these 

settings for subsequent runs, ensuring stability without compromising accuracy. Results of hyper-parameters 

tuning of the pre-trained models and proposed CNN are shown in the below sections. 

 

5.1.  Assessing pre-trained networks with varied optimizers and learning rates  

Utilizing optimizers is crucial for enhancing model optimization and improving training accuracy by 

minimizing loss. In this experiment, three well-known optimizers-RMSprop, Adam, and SGD-were 

employed with various learning rates (LR) to identify the most suitable pre-trained model for our 

classification task. Table 2 represents the best hyperparameter setting of the pre-trained models that give the 

best accuracy on our dataset.  

From the experimental study explained in Table 2, we have found that Inception-V3 (using 

optimizer RMSprop, LR 0.00001), MobileNet-V2 (using optimizer Adam, LR 0.0001), and DenseNet-121 

(using optimizer Adam, LR 0.0001) have shown the better performance among all and therefore can be 

chosen for our further study. In the preliminary stage of the results analysis, we did not use the four scenarios 

of freezing layers as they would be computationally expensive. After obtaining the three best-performing pre-

trained models, four scenarios were tested, as shown in Table 3, to ensure a proper replicable evaluation of 

the model. A bold value indicates the best scenario and evaluation score for each model in Table 3. 

MobileNet-V2 (using Adam optimizer, LR 0.0001 on Sc 1) can be considered better among all the transfer 

learning models as it performs well on unseen data. However, in all cases, the testing performance of pre-

trained models is not so satisfactory. 

 

 

Table 2. Performance of pre-trained models over 20 epochs (using the best hyper-parameters setting) 
Pre-trained model Learning rate Optimizer Training accuracy (Avg) Validation accuracy (Avg) Testing accuracy 

VGG-16 0.0001 Adam 93.78 90.35 62 

VGG-19 0.0001 Adam 90.25 85.86 61 

ResNet-50 0.00001 Adam 70.58 73.11 58 
Inception-V3 0.00001 RMSprop 96.15 93.82 63 

MobileNet 0.0001 Adam 98.17 97.46 43 

MobileNet-V2 0.0001 Adam 98.21 98.18 71 
DenseNet-121 0.0001 Adam 97.49 95.89 64 

DenseNet-169 0.0001 Adam 93.32 96.63 45 

DenseNet-201 0.0001 Adam 95.96 96.93 51 
NASNetMobile 0.0001 Adam 93.44 94.26 60 

EfficientNetB0 0.0001 Adam 63.43 64.29 44 

EfficientNetB1 0.0001 Adam 64.38 64.39 46 

 

 

Table 3. Evaluation scores of Inception-V3, MobileNet-V2, and DenseNet-121 in different scenarios 
Model Scenario Trainable 

parameters 

Non-trainable 

parameters 

Training 

accuracy (Avg) 

Validation 

accuracy (Avg) 

Testing 

accuracy 

Inception-V3 
(RMSprop 

Optimizer, LR 

0.00001) 

Sc 1 6,553,857 21,802,784 96.15 93.82 63 

Sc 2 17,668,737 10,687,904 96.27 94.17 65 

Sc 3 23,343,297 5,013,344 96.13 93.17 57 

Sc 4 27,617,521 739,120 96.33 94.68 44 

MobileNet-V2 
(Adam 

Optimizer, LR 

0.0001) 

Sc 1 8,028,417 2,257,984 98.21 98.18 71 

Sc 2 9,646,977 639,424 98.17 87.00 36 

Sc 3 10,091,905 194,496 98.12 92.00 65 

Sc 4 10,232,753 53,648 98.20 74.35 36 

DenseNet-121 

(Adam 
Optimizer, LR 

0.0001) 

Sc 1 6,422,785 7,037,504 97.49 95.89 64 

Sc 2 8,143,233 5,317,056 95.71 95.29 64 

Sc 3 11,054,657 2,405,632 98.44 99.21 67 

Sc 4 12,725,249 735,040 98.17 98.46 64 
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5.2.  Hyper-parameters tuning of the proposed CNN  

In this section, the experimental performance of the proposed CNN model is demonstrated. The 

experiments were done with three renowned optimizers- RMSprop, Adam, and SGD with different learning 

rates and numbers of epochs to recognize the most suitable configuration of our proposed model for our 

classification. Table 4 shows the performance of the proposed CNN with different hyperparameter settings. 

Bold values indicate the best parameter setting. As the model’s performance is not improving after 20 epochs 

with different hyper-parameters settings, we have fixed the epoch at 20 for further experiments of the model. 

 

 

Table 4. Proposed CNN performance with different hyper-parameters setting 
Epoch Optimizer Learning rate Training accuracy (Avg) Validation accuracy (Avg) Testing accuracy 

20 Adam 0.001 90.00 90.61 85 
20 RMSprop 0.001 86.97 89.09 82 
20 SGD 0.001 65.04 63.70 64 
25 Adam 0.001 90.46 91.17 74 

25 RMSprop 0.001 87.19 87.98 75 

30 Adam 0.001 91.27 90.27 76 
20 RMSprop 0.0001 78.95 71.84 73 

20 Adam 0.0001 77.14 75.67 78 

25 Adam 0.01 64.36 64.45 64 
20 Adam 0.01 64.41 64.45 64 

20 RMSprop 0.01 64.45 64.35 64 

 

 

5.3.  Comparative assessment of pre-trained networks and proposed CNN with various performance 

metrics 

From Table 5, we can observe that the testing accuracy of the proposed model is 85%, which is 

higher than the testing accuracy of all the transfer learning models when tested with an unseen dataset (test 

dataset). Further, the confusion matrix in Table 5 and training accuracies in Table 2 reveal that transfer 

learning models are overfitting on the training dataset [26]. Testing accuracy is crucial to check the 

performance of a model. A model can be considered good if it performs well when tested with an unseen 

dataset (test dataset).  

 

 

Table 5. Testing performance comparisons of the proposed CNN with transfer learning models  

(bold values indicating the best results) 
Model Class Precision Recall F1 score Confusion 

matrix 

Testing 

accuracy 

Proposed CNN (Adam optimizer, LR=0.001) Benign 0.94 0.61 0.75 [[112 71] 

[7   323]] 

85 

Malignant 0.82 0.98 0.89 

MobileNet-V2 (Adam optimizer, LR 0.0001, 

freezing all layer) 

Benign 0.68 0.36 0.47 [[65 118] 

[30 300]] 

71 

Malignant 0.72 0.91 0.80 

DenseNet-121 (Adam optimizer, 
LR=0.0001, freezing top 50% layer) 

Benign 0.77 0.11 0.19 [[20 163] 
[6   324]] 

67 
Malignant 0.67 0.98 0.79 

Inception-V3 (RMSprop optimizer, 

LR=0.00001, freezing top 80% layer) 

Benign 0.65 0.06 0.11 [[11 172] 

[6   324]] 

65 

Malignant 0.65 0.98 0.78 

 

 

For further cross-validation of our model, we have designed four more datasets containing training, 

validation, and testing following the rule mentioned in section 4.3. The experimental results of the proposed 

CNN and three selected transfer learning models on five datasets are represented in Table 6. Data set 2 is 

used for all the results mentioned above in the analyses. 

 

 

Table 6. Training (Tr), validation (Vl) and testing (Ts) result of five datasets 
Data Set Proposed CNN 

(Adam Optimizer, 

LR 0.001) 

MobileNet-V2 (Adam 

Optimizer, LR 0.0001, 

Freezing all layer) 

DenseNet-121 (Adam 

Optimizer, LR=0.0001, 

Freezing top 50% layer) 

Inception-V3 (RMSprop 

Optimizer, LR=0.00001, 

Freezing top 80% layer) 
 Tr Vl Ts Tr Vl Ts Tr Vl Ts Tr Vl Ts 

DS1 92 91 82 99 97 70 98 98 66 96 94 65 

DS2 90 91 85 98 98 71 98 99 67 96 94 65 
DS3 89 89 83 98 96 70 98 98 65 95 95 64 

DS4 91 91 85 97 96 71 97 97 65 96 95 63 

DS5 91 91 84 99 98 70 99 98 68 96 94 62 
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Performance comparisons of the proposed CNN and three selected transfer learning models are 

shown in Figure 7. As Figure 7(a) shows, the box plot displays that the median testing accuracy of the 

proposed CNN is higher than that of the other networks. Bar graph representation of trainable parameters, 

Figure 7(b), reveals that the proposed CNN is the most lightweight model. The experimental study concludes 

that our proposed CNN is the most accurate and lightweight model.  

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 7. Comparing performance of different models (a) testing performance comparisons and (b) trainable 

parameters comparisons 

 

 

5.4.  User interface 

As a high-accuracy and lightweight model, the proposed CNN model in TensorFlow Lite format is 

integrated into our “Breast Cancer Detection System” with a user-friendly interface and centralized cloud 

database. Some screenshots are displayed in Figures 8 and 9. Admin login and patient registration process are 

shown in Figure 8. Figure 9 depicts the picture of a patient diagnosed as negative (Malignant case) and a 

patient diagnosed as positive (Benign case) who has undergone an FNAC test. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 8. Admin login and patient registration 

 

Figure 9. Patient FNAC test 

 

 

6. DISCUSSION  

The experimental results present a comprehensive analysis of various aspects of breast cancer 

detection models, including the evaluation of pre-trained networks, hyper-parameter tuning of the proposed 

CNN, and comparisons based on different performance metrics. Several points stand out for discussion as 

follows: 
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a) Evaluation of pre-trained networks: the study conducted an in-depth analysis of pre-trained models 

using different optimizers and learning rates. Notably, Inception-V3, MobileNet-V2, and DenseNet-121 

emerged as the top-performing models, exhibiting promising accuracy on our datasets. Further 

investigation through scenario-based testing shed light on the impact of freezing layers on model 

performance. By leveraging these models, clinicians can make more reliable and timely diagnoses, 

leading to better patient outcomes and reduced misdiagnosis rates. 

b) Hyper-parameter tuning of proposed CNN: the proposed CNN model underwent extensive 

experimentation to identify the optimal hyper-parameter settings. Results demonstrated the sensitivity 

of model performance to variations in optimizer, learning rate, and number of epochs. Adam optimizer 

with a learning rate 0.001 consistently yielded competitive performance across different epochs. This 

knowledge can guide future researchers and practitioners in designing efficient and effective deep-

learning models for medical image analysis tasks. 

c) Evaluation based on performance metrics: comparative analysis based on precision, recall, and F1 score 

highlighted the robustness of the proposed CNN model, showcasing superior performance compared to 

transfer learning models across multiple datasets. The evaluation also revealed insights into the 

potential of overfitting observed in some transfer learning models, emphasizing the importance of 

testing accuracy for model validation. This approach can serve as a blueprint for evaluating and 

benchmarking other machine learning models in the domain of medical imaging, fostering the 

development of more reliable and widely applicable diagnostic tools. 

d) User interface integration: the successful integration of the proposed CNN model into the “Breast 

Cancer Detection System” app underscores its practical utility and accessibility for end-users. The user-

friendly interface, coupled with centralized cloud database support, enhances the usability and 

scalability of the application, facilitating seamless breast cancer detection. Such applications empower 

healthcare providers with accessible and intuitive breast cancer screening and diagnosis tools, 

potentially expanding access to healthcare services and improving patient outcomes, especially in 

resource-constrained settings. 

 

 

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this study, we have showcased the development of a CNN model created from the ground up, 

designed specifically for precisely classifying FNAC images related to breast cancer. This novel CNN model 

exhibits a remarkable testing accuracy, consistently outperforming other established deep-learning Keras 

models, with an impressive maximum testing accuracy of 85%. Furthermore, our CNN model outperforms 

various transfer learning classifiers on our dataset. To further improve accuracy, we suggest expanding the 

database and optimizing CNN parameters, including the number of convolution layers and hyper-parameters. 

Our lightweight, high-accuracy model has been seamlessly integrated into the “Breast Cancer Detection 

System” Android App. This tool streamlines breast cancer diagnosis via FNAC images, offering efficiency 

and accuracy. In the future, we plan to compare the proposed CNN approach with machine learning 

classifiers and some hybrid deep learning networks. In conclusion, our study highlights the importance of 

ongoing innovation and collaboration in the field of medical image analysis. By fostering interdisciplinary 

collaboration between computer scientists, medical professionals, and industry partners, we can accelerate 

the development and adoption of advanced technologies for breast cancer detection, ultimately saving lives 

and improving public health. 
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